
UV30436
Style and fit postiche

The aim of this unit is to develop your skill to an advanced 
level in fitting, styling and dressing various types of 
postiche. 

You will analyse the hair skin and scalp, identify the type of 
hair style to be worn, choose the correct type of postiche, 
incorporate the postiche into your hair design, use a form 
of ornamentation and advise your client on cleaning and 
maintenance.

Throughout this process you will ensure you maintain an 
effective level of health, safety and hygienic procedures 
whilst you work.
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On completion of this unit you will:

Learning outcomes Evidence requirements

UV30436

Style and fit postiche

1. Be able to prepare and fit different types of 
postiche

2. Be able to style a postiche

1. Environment                                     
Evidence for this unit must be gathered in a 
real or realistic working environment.

2. Simulation                                             
Simulation is not allowed in this unit.

3. Observation outcomes                     
Competent performance of ‘Observation’ 
outcomes must be demonstrated to your 
assessor on at least two occasions. 

4. Range                                                         
All ranges must be practically demonstrated 
or other forms of evidence produced to 
show they have been covered. 

5. Knowledge outcomes                              
There must be evidence that you possess 
all the knowledge and understanding 
listed in the ‘Knowledge’ section of this 
unit. This evidence may include projects, 
assignments, case studies, reflective 
accounts, oral/written questioning and/or 
other forms of evidence.

6. Tutor/Assessor guidance                          
You will be guided by your tutor/assessor 
on how to achieve learning outcomes and 
ranges in this unit. All outcomes and ranges 
must be achieved. 

7. External paper                                          
There is no external paper requirement for 
this unit. 
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Achieving observation outcomes

Achieving range

Maximum service times

Achieving observations  
and range

UV30436

Your assessor will observe your performance 
of practical tasks. The minimum number 
of observations required is indicated in the 
evidence requirements section of this unit.

Criteria may not always naturally occur during 
a practical observation. In such instances you 
will be asked questions to demonstrate your 
competence in this area. Your assessor will 
document the criteria that have been achieved 
through oral questioning. 

Your assessor will sign off an outcome when all 
criteria have been competently achieved in a 
single client service.

The range section indicates what must 
be covered. Ranges should be practically 
demonstrated as part of an observation. Where 
this is not possible other forms of evidence may 
be produced. All ranges must be covered. 

Your assessor will document the portfolio 
reference once a range has been competently 
achieved.

There are no maximum service times that apply 
to this unit.
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Outcome 1

Observations

You can:

Observation 1 2 Optional
Date achieved
Criteria questioned orally
Portfolio reference
Assessor initials
Learner signature

*May be assessed through oral questioning.

Be able to prepare and fit different types of postiche

a. Prepare yourself, the client and work area 
for styling and fitting the postiche

b. Use suitable consultation techniques to 
identify service objectives

c. Provide clear recommendations to the client

d. Select products, tools and equipment to suit 
service objectives

e. Clean and condition the postiche*
f. Fit and adjust the postiche
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Outcome 2 

You can:

Be able to style a postiche

*May be assessed through oral questioning.

a. Communicate and behave in a professional 
manner

b. Follow health and safety working practices

c. Position yourself and the client correctly 
throughout the service

d. Use products, tools, equipment and 
techniques to set and style the postiche to 
suit client and service objectives

e. Evaluate the results of the service

UV304366

Observation 1 2 Optional
Date achieved
Criteria questioned orally
Portfolio reference
Assessor initials
Learner signature



Range

*You must practically demonstrate that you have:

Considered all influencing factors Portfolio reference
Desired finished result

Haircut

Hair length

Hair texture

Hair density

Hair colour

Degree of curl

Head and face shape and features

Used a minimum of 2 types of postiche Portfolio reference
Wig

Toupee

Hair piece

Weft

Used all products, tools and equipment Portfolio reference
Styling products

Electrical appliance

Adhesive tape

Pins and grips

Ornamentation

Finishing products

*It is strongly recommended that all range items are practically demonstrated. Where this is not 
possible, other forms of evidence may be produced to demonstrate competence.
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*You must practically demonstrate that you have:

Used all styling techniques to produce a finished result Portfolio reference
Setting

Blow drying

Hair-up

Provided all types of advice Portfolio reference
Cleaning and maintenance

Suitable products for use at home

Maintenance of the positiche

*It is strongly recommended that all range items are practically demonstrated. Where this is not 
possible, other forms of evidence may be produced to demonstrate competence.
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Achieving knowledge outcomes

Developing knowledge

You will be guided by your tutor and assessor 
on the evidence that needs to be produced. 
Your knowledge and understanding will be 
assessed using the assessment methods listed 
below: 

• Observed work
• Witness statements
• Audio-visual media 
• Evidence of prior learning or attainment
• Written questions
• Oral questions
• Assignments
• Case studies

Where possible your assessor will integrate 
knowledge outcomes into practical observations 
through oral questioning.
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Knowledge

Outcome 1

Be able to prepare and fit different types of postiche

You can: Portfolio reference /
Assessor initials*

g. Describe the requirements for preparing yourself, the client and 
work area

h. Describe the environmental conditions suitable for styling and 
fitting a postiche

i. Describe the different consultation techniques used to identify 
service objectives

j. Describe how to select products, tools and equipment to suit 
service objectives

*Assessor initials to be inserted if orally questioned.
 
Requirements highlighted in white are assessed in the external paper.
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Outcome 2 

Be able to style a postiche

You can: Portfolio reference /
Assessor initials*

f. Explain how to communicate and behave in a professional manner

g. Describe health and safety working practices

h. Explain the importance of positioning yourself and the client 
correctly throughout the service

i. Explain the importance of using products, tools, equipment and 
techniques to meet service objectives

j. Explain the importance of completing service records

k. Describe the methods of evaluating the effectiveness of the service

l. Describe the techniques used for styling and dressing a postiche

m. Explain the importance of using finishing products when styling a 
postiche

n. Explain the importance of controlling and securing long hair 
effectively

o. Explain the importance of considering tension in hair-up styles

p. Explain the effects of incorrect use of heat on a postiche

q. State the purposes of backcombing and back brushing when 
dressing a postiche

r. Describe the methods used to secure ornamentation in hair-up 
styles

*Assessor initials to be inserted if orally questioned.
 
Requirements highlighted in white are assessed in the external paper.
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Outcome 1: Be able to prepare and fit different types of postiche

Unit content

This section provides guidance on the recommended knowledge and skills required to enable you 
to achieve each of the learning outcomes in this unit. Your tutor/assessor will ensure you have the 
opportunity to cover all of the unit content.
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Preparation of self: Clothes (salon 
requirements for uniform, clean/ironed 
clothes, non restrictive, closed in low heel 
shoes), hair (clean, healthy, manageable, 
off face), personal hygiene (clean body, 
teeth, workable length clean nails, 
deodorant, no overpowering perfume/
aftershave), personal protective equipment 
(gloves, apron, prevent dermatitis), minimal 
jewellery, positive attitude, ready to greet.

Preparation of client: Remove client’s 
outer clothing, protect against damage, 
client relaxed and comfortable (posture, 
aids service), remove excessive jewellery 
(avoid damage - jewellery, skin), gown, 
towel, plastic cape, barrier cream, ensure 
client comfort, record card. 

Preparation of work area: Chair, 
trolley, work station, equipment cleaned, 
appropriate sterilisation (barbicide, 
autoclave, UV, sterilising spray), complete 
destruction of all living organisms on tools 
and equipment, disinfection – remove 
contamination from hard surfaces, large 
work areas, floors and work surfaces, 
heat or chemical methods, use of trolley, 
safe professional presentation tools and 
equipment, visual check on large and small 
equipment, electrical equipment checked, 
portable appliance test, select height of 
chair/basin.

Consultation techniques: Use a variety 
of methods to ensure suitability of service, 
product and technique.

Questioning - open, closed, probing.

Language - appropriate level for client, 
use of technical/non-technical language. 

Client expectations/needs - listen, clarify, 
advise, plan.

History of hair - hair tests, touch, feel, 
look of hair. 

Advice - what will work, what will not?

Use visual aids - shade charts, style book, 
portfolio, collection of pictures.

Assessing the potential of the hair: 
Clarify the condition of hair, previous 
chemical services, benefit to client, identify 
influencing factors, test hair, compatible 
with client’s lifestyle, review findings, 
what will work and what will not, draw 
conclusions, create a plan. 

Recommendations to the client: Based 
on - client requirements, influencing 
factors, achievable results, desirable, 
realistic objectives, previous history of hair, 
hair style/cut, client commitment.

Products used for styling a postiche: 
Use manufacturer’s instructions for product 
use on wigs and hair pieces, by using the 
wrong product can make the hair look 
matted and lank or have no effect, avoid 
product build-up.

Natural hair - cleaning fluids, neutralising 
rinse, styling lotions/gels, mousse, setting 
lotion, hair spray, dressing cream.

Synthetic hair – only use shampoo and 



Outcome 1: Be able to prepare and fit different types of postiche (continued)
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water to clean hair, wax, serum or shine 
spray can be used.

Tools and equipment used for styling 
postiche: Avoid damage to the foundation 
and knots, stop distortion, avoid damage 
to synthetic wigs (hairdryer would melt it), 
produce the right results. 

Tools and equipment - malleable blocks 
of varying sizes, polythene to cover the 
block, the block holder, postiche pins, 
postiche oven/irons, heater, tissue paper, 
tape, rollers, clips, brushes, scissors, razor, 
cutting comb, neck brush, back mirror, hair 
net, wig box, hood dryer, hand dryer.

Environmental conditions suitable 
for styling a fitting a postiche: Avoid 
humidity (mist, steam, condensation, rain), 
style will be lost, attachment method may 
fail (toupee tape will not stick), excessive 
sunlight will alter hair colour of postiche. 

How to clean a postiche:

Human/animal hair - to clean, ventilated 
room or use fume cabinet, cleaning fluid 
(trichloroethylene), decant in a bowl, turn 
wig inside out, place in bowl, allow fluid to 
penetrate hair, draw through fluid roots to 
points, continue until dust/dirt has been 
removed, remove from the fluid, place on 
towel, squeeze out excess moisture, hang 
by nape, allow fluid to evaporate, when 
completely dry fix to a malleable block and 
style. 

Artificial hair - to clean, prepare bowl 
of warm soapy water, turn the postiche 
inside out, place wig in bowl, allow water 
to penetrate, squeeze gently to remove 
dirt, clean water and rinse, gently squeeze 
moisture out, allow to dry naturally, attach 

to a malleable block and brush as desired.

Fit and adjust a postiche: 

Attaching a wig - hold the centre front, 
using finger and thumb, place on forehead 
hairline, gently ease the wig backwards, 
over the crown towards nape, ease 
protruding hair under wig using a tail comb, 
ensure that the fit is good, adjust the 
tension elastic.

Attaching a toupee - check for cuts/
abrasions, cleanse scalp using surgical 
spirit, remove grease/build up of adhesive 
tape, cut lengths of adhesive tape to the 
correct size, paint toupee gum/spirit onto 
the tape, place the toupee carefully on 
the head, press firmly to ensure good 
adhesion, dress the toupee.

Attaching wired weft/hair piece - make a 
large pin curl with slightly backcombed hair, 
attach weft, use combs/grips/or existing 
hair.

Environmental conditions suitable for 
styling and fitting a postiche: Human hair 
is hygroscopic - ability to absorb moisture 
from atmosphere. The effect of moisture on 
styled hair (on head or postiche) is the style 
will not last. Moisture can also affect tape 
used to attach hair pieces. 

Moisture types - rain, mist, fog, steam, 
perspiration.

Contact with moisture - temporary 
hydrogen bonds break, will return to natural 
state (alpha keratin), effects durability of 
set or blow dry.

Service objectives: Replacement of own 
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Outcome 1: Be able to prepare and fit different types of postiche (continued)
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hair, add density, add length, add colour, 
add texture, day wear, special occasion 
(wedding, prom etc.), hair up, combination 
of up and down, curly, straight, current 
style, trend setting, avant guard, fantasy, 
creating an image – film, theatre, television, 
photo shoot, show. 

The range of styles: Plait (on/off scalp), 
twists, braids, weave, knots, chignon, pleat, 
rolls, barrel curls, ringlets, smooth blow 
dry, curly blow dry, scrunch dry, tonging, 
crimping, straightening, pin curls, finger 
waves, wet/dry setting, incorporating a 
postiche.

How to select styling and finishing 
products: Used on natural hair, use 
manufacturer’s instructions for use on 
synthetic hair, prior to styling, give hold, 
volume, body, shine, lustre, reduces frizz 
and static, smoothes and straightens, 
provides a protective barrier, prevents 
moisture penetrating hair, aids longevity of 
style.

Styling protects:

Gel - apply wet hair, wet look, ideal for 
spiky styles, finger waves.

Mousse - apply wet hair, shake can, 
dispense small orange size into hand, 
distribute through hair, used for curly hair, 
add body, pre blow-dry.

Setting lotions - apply wet hair, direct from 
bottle, comb through, used for hold for wet 
setting.

Blow dry lotions - apply wet hair, spray/
distribute direct from bottle, adds body, 
protects hair from heat/humidity.

Moisturiser/oils - used on dry hair, African 

type hair, conditioning, adds moisture, adds 
shine, dispense and distribute evenly from 
container.

Activators - can apply wet/dry hair, 
activated by the use of heat, defines curl, 
adds moisture, shine, hold, ideal for dry 
sets.

Heat protectors - prior to the use of all 
electrical equipment, coats hair, protective 
layer, gives shine/definition.

Finishing products; 

Sprays - protect face, hold can away from 
face, fine mist, holds style.

Dressing creams - apply to palms and 
distribute evenly through lengths of hair, 
flattens hair, neatens style.

Oils - apply to palms and distribute evenly, 
dry, coarse hair, makes hair more pliable, 
look better condition, stops tangling.

Wax - apply with palms or finger tips, 
defines style, spikes, flicks. 

Gel - apply with finger tips, defines spikes. 

Moisturisers - apply to palms and 
distribute evenly, dry, coarse hair, makes 
hair more pliable, look better condition, 
stops tangling.

How to select tools and equipment and 
the effects achieved: 

Round brushes (various diameters) - 
gives curl (smaller diameter - tighter curl), 
body, movement, volume, 

Flat brushes - paddle, Denman, gives 
smooth, straight finish.



Outcome 1: Be able to prepare and fit different types of postiche (continued)
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Bristle brushes - remove roller marks, 
dressing hair, smoothes, give shine, good 
for fine hair.

Vent brush - produces a soft causal 
broken up effect, ideal on short hair.

Dressing comb - back-comb/tease 
the hair into style, used for all dressing 
techniques.

Straighteners - smoothes/flattens the 
cuticles, straightens hair.

Curling tongs - various sizes, produces 
lift, waves, curl.

Hand dryer - removes moisture from the 
hair.

Diffuser - diffuses the flow of air, allowing 
hair to dry naturally, increases natural curl, 
adds volume, movement, body.

Heated rollers - used on dry hair, various 
sizes of rollers, lift, curl, bounce.

Rollers with pins - set curl, body/
movement, lasts longer than blow dry.

Hood dryer - dry hair set on rollers.

Wig oven - dry wig.

Bendy rollers - used on long hair, spiral 
effect curls.

Velcro rollers - gives body, curl, 
movement, volume, bounce, doesn’t last 
long.

Pin curl clips - types of pin curls (flat, coil, 
barrel curls), movement, curl, volume.

Crimpers - fine crimp effect.

Hot brush - gives body, curl, movement, 
volume, bounce, doesn’t last long, soft 
curls, flicks. 

Non-conventional items – rik rak (spiral 
curls), rags (soft curls), chopsticks, straws, 
(zig zag effect) bendy foam rollers (soft 
curls), pre-formed plastic items (avant-
garde effect). 
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Outcome 2: Be able to style a postiche (continued)
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Professional communication in a salon 
environment: Try to avoid technical 
language, always respond, consider clients 
confidentiality. 

Verbal - speaking (tone of voice, the 
language you use, how quickly and 
clearly), questioning - open, closed, 
probing.

Non verbal - body language, positive 
attitude (your posture, facial expressions, 
hand gestures, the distance you stand), 
listening – be patience, try to understand.

Written - visual aids, magazines, client 
records.

Behave professionally in a salon 
environment: Follow health and safety 
practice and procedure, salon code of 
conduct, respect others, value client(s), co-
operate with others (be sympathetic, fair, 
not aggressive), use appropriate language, 
avoid gossip, maintain confidentiality, 
polite/cheerful and friendly manner, friendly 
facial expressions, open body language, 
positive attitude, eye contact, sensible 
behaviour, team work, pride in work, 
punctuality, employer and client loyalty.

How to follow safe and hygienic working 
practices: 

Maintaining a safe salon - clean, tidy, 
safe standards of working, remove 
spillages, report slippery surfaces, remove/
report obstacles, clear access to trolleys 
and equipment, clean/sterilise/disinfect 
– tools, equipment, work surfaces, no 
smoking, eating, drinking, drugs in salon, 
professional personal hygiene.

Personal protective equipment - wear 
PPE, avoid latex, powdered gloves, apron.

Electricity at work - visual check of 
equipment, no trailing wires, portable 
appliance testing. 

Manual handling - moving stock safely, 
lifting, working heights, unpacking.

Towels - wash regularly, clean for every 
client, place dirty towels in covered bin.

Reporting of injuries diseases and 
dangerous occurrences - accident book, 
reporting diseases, log accidents.

Control of substances hazardous to 
health - store, handle, use, disposal, 
replace lids, ventilation for vapour and dust, 
avoid over exposure to chemicals, use 
manufactures instructions for use. 

Disposal of waste - sharps box, closed 
top bin, dilute chemicals with running water, 
environmental protection, salon policies 
for hazardous waste, single use items, 
empties - recycle. 

Product storage - check end date/
packaging, store away from heat/damp/
direct sunlight, empties avoid theft.

Position yourself and the client 
appropriately throughout the service: 
Correct posture of self and client to 
minimise fatigue and injury.

Self - back straight, distribute weight 
evenly, feet slightly apart, use of cutting 
stool if required, no over stretching or 
bending. 



Outcome 2: Be able to style a postiche (continued)
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Client - position to achieve accurate 
service, client comfort and minimise fatigue 
and injury, up right, back straight and 
supported, two feet on floor.

How to style wigs to suit your clients: 
Postiche/wig/toupee/weft is pinned to a 
block for styling, hair gently dampened 
using a comb and jug (do not spray).

Human hair - cohesive setting, produces 
curls/waves, pinching irons will produce 
waves, blow drying can create body, curl, 
smooth, straight.

Synthetic hair - has no styling options 
wash and leave to dry.

Evaluate results of the service: Body 
language, facial expressions, verbal/written 
feedback, surveys/questionnaires, repeat 
booking, recommendation.

The importance of completing service 
records: Future reference, data protection, 
(lockable cabinet, password protected 
database), available to clients on request, 
up-to-date, accurate, relevant, information 
must not be – mishandled, mismanaged 
or used inappropriately (can result in legal 
action), stored for appropriate timescale, 
confidential, complete immediately after the 
service, record details of fitting and styling, 
cleaning, repairs, colour and cutting, must 
be accurate.

Provide suitable aftercare advice: 
Important part of service, avoid technical 
language, maintain eye contact, suggest/
advise/recommend, provide information, 
how to safely remove postiche directly 
attached to the skin, apply spirit gum 
remover to the edges of the lace, work 

around the edges until postiche can be 
gently eased off, clean area with spirit gum 
remover, clean the postiche with acetone, 
pin to a malleable block, restyle.  

Maintenance - frequency of visit, regular 
services, minimise chemical treatments, 
correct use of electrical equipment, product 
use and demonstration.

Product information and use - 
demonstration, relevant literature/leaflet.

Cleaning - after 12 – 15 wears synthetic or 
real hair.

Scalp - allow scalp to breathe when 
indoors, do not wear the wig all day.

Styling tips - techniques, tools, electrical 
appliance settings. 

Life span of wig - approx 9 months. 

Synthetic hair - avoid high heat, wash 
regularly, mild shampoo, place on 
malleable block, restyle. 

Human hair - style like natural hair, will 
need colouring two to three times a year, 
wash in cold water, place on malleable 
block, restyle.

The importance of securing long hair: 
To ensure style longevity, client comfort, 
stop breakage or dragging of hair, to avoid 
trichorrhexis nodosa.

The importance of considering tension 
in hair up styles: Consistent tension 
ensures optimum results, smooth finish, 
even shape, client comfort, avoid traction 
alopecia.
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Outcome 2: Be able to style a postiche (continued)
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Incorrect application of heat on a 
postiche: 

Synthetic hair - will catch fire, will frizz, 
may melt, go out of shape.

Human hair - dry out, burn, singe, 
breakage, colour will fade over time. 

Backcombing and back brushing 
when dressing hair - to create lift and 
volume, an even shape, to create balance/
definition, base to secure pins, teases and 
blends hair together. 

Back combing - comb through section 
of hair, holds tips taut in one hand, comb 
section downwards from points to roots, 
use dressing comb, firm matting achieved, 
can cause damage to hair.

Back brushing - brush through section 
of hair, holds tips taut in one hand, brush 
section downwards from points to roots, 
use brush - creates less volume, ideal for 
long hair, less damaging to hair. 

Methods used to secure ornamentation 
in the hair: Use existing hair – backcomb 
or create a pad of hair as base to pin into, 
hair combs, pins, kirby grips, headbands, 
elastic bands, sew into hair.


